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Performances of Violence
Fragments is an event—an unforgettable book that will redefine one of the greatest icons of the twentieth century and that,
nearly fifty years after her death, will definitively reveal Marilyn Monroe's humanity. Marilyn's image is so universal that we
can't help but believe we know all there is to know of her. Every word and gesture made headlines and garnered
controversy. Her serious gifts as an actor were sometimes eclipsed by her notoriety—and by the way the camera fell
helplessly in love with her. Beyond the headlines—and the too-familiar stories of heartbreak and desolation—was a woman
far more curious, searching, witty, and hopeful than the one the world got to know. Now, for the first time, readers can
meet the private Marilyn and understand her in a way we never have before. Fragments is an unprecedented collection of
written artifacts—notes to herself, letters, even poems—in Marilyn's own handwriting, never before published, along with
rarely seen intimate photos. Jotted in notebooks, typed on paper, or written on hotel letterhead, these texts reveal a woman
who loved deeply and strove to perfect her craft. They show a Marilyn Monroe unsparing in her analysis of her own life, but
also playful, funny, and impossibly charming. The easy grace and deceptive lightness that made her performances indelible
emerge on the page, as does the simmering tragedy that made her last appearances so affecting.

Torture to her soul - In ihrer Seele
Roberta Anderson, while searching for firewood in the forest, stumbles upon a buried ship and with the help of her onetime
lover, Jim Gardener, excavates an artifact that changes the townspeople of Haven.

Torture Garden
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In Julia Ember's dark and lush LGBTQ+ romantic fantasy Ruinsong, two young women from rival factions must work
together to reunite their country, as they wrestle with their feelings for each other. Her voice was her prison Now it’s her
weapon. In a world where magic is sung, a powerful mage named Cadence has been forced to torture her country's
disgraced nobility at her ruthless queen's bidding. But when she is reunited with her childhood friend, a noblewoman with
ties to the underground rebellion, she must finally make a choice: Take a stand to free their country from oppression, or
follow in the queen’s footsteps and become a monster herself.

FRANKENSTEIN (The Original 1818 Edition)
Teil 2 der Dark Romance / Mafia Romance Monster-Trilogie der USA Today Bestseller Autorin J. M. Darhower Sag es nicht,
wenn du es nicht auch so meinst. Eine simple Regel, die sich Ignazio Vitale immer wieder sagt, die aber die Menschen
scheinbar nicht verstehen. Man sollte sich vorsichtig ausdrücken, denn man weiß nie, wer einen beim Wort nimmt. Er selbst
zum Beispiel. Er ist kein guter Mensch, das ist ihm bewusst. Es ist genug Dunkelheit in ihm, um der Welt das Licht zu
nehmen. Doch es gibt eine Seele, der er niemals wehtun könnte. Karissa. Er weiß, dass sie ihn für ein Monster hält und
vermutet, dass sie wahrscheinlich recht hat. Er reizt sie mit seinen Berührungen und genießt es, ihre Seele zu martern. Aber
er ist nicht das einzige Monster, die Welt ist voll davon und er ist der Überzeugung, nicht das gefährlichste da draußen zu
sein. Nicht mal annähernd. Gott helfe ihm, er liebt sie. Wirklich.

Speak
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror story—centered on the birth of a baby who seems less than human—probes
society's unwillingness to recognize its own brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four children, have created an
idyll of domestic bliss in defiance of the social trends of late 1960s England. While around them crime and unrest surge, the
Lovatts are certain that their old-fashioned contentment can protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their
fifth baby. Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance, insatiably hungry, abnormally strong and violent, Ben has nothing
innocent or infant-like about him. As he grows older and more terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot love him, David cannot
bring himself to touch him, and their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding that he will never be accepted
anywhere, Harriet and David are torn between their instincts as parents and their shocked reaction to this fierce and
unlovable child whose existence shatters their belief in a benign world. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Grievous
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by Mary Shelley about a creature produced by an unorthodox
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scientific experiment. Shelley started writing the story when she was nineteen, and the novel was published when she was
twenty-one. The first edition was published anonymously in London in 1818. Shelley's name appears on the second edition,
published in France in 1823. The original 1818 'Uncensored' Edition of Frankenstein as first published anonymously in 1818.
This original version is much more true to the spirit of the author's original intentions than the heavily revised 1831 edition,
edited by Shelley, in part, because of pressure to make the story more conservative. Many scholars prefer the 1818 text to
the more common 1831 edition. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797–1851) was an English novelist, short story writer,
dramatist, essayist, biographer, and travel writer, best known for her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or, The Modern
Prometheus.

Clive Barker's Books of Blood
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of
those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the
other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to
the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The
authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the
bad, and the best way forward.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
An interdisciplinary analysis of the cultural meanings of violence

The Light Inside the Shadow
"Sometimes Rest in Peace isn't an Option" Kacie Ramsey sees ghosts-and it's ruining her life. Her mother left, her father
blames her, and no matter how hard she tries, she can't keep the ghosts away. Now a new power has emerged. Nightly
visions of grisly murders and a relentless predator draw her to the brink of insanity. When the phantom appears at a party,
Kacie's longtime crush, Logan, saves her. He invites her to join the Orion Circle, a group of supernatural hunters with
chapters in schools all over the country. Through the Circle, Kacie learns to embrace her spiritual powers, and for the first
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time in her life she feels in control rather than a victim. But the Foxblood Demon will not give up so easily. A demented
serial killer in life who trapped the souls of the thirteen children he murdered, imprisoning them within the walls of his
mansion. Now in death, he plots his return while drawing power from the pure souls of the children. He recognizes
something in Kacie he's never seen before-a medium powerful enough to provide a vessel for his tainted soul. Kacie can't
ignore the tortured souls of the children crying out to her every night. With Logan at her side, she will fight the Foxblood
Demon. But can they banish this powerful phantom, or will Kacie lose not only her body, but her eternal soul to the
monster.

The Tommyknockers
The Subtle Knife
You never know when somebody will hold you to your word Naz has enough darkness inside of him to rid the world of every
stitch of light. But there's one he could never harm: Karissa. He taunts her with his touch, gets a thrill out of torturing her
soul. But he's not the most dangerous one out there

Extinguish
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS
A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features
pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing
notebook.

Inner Monster
"A handbook for hunting and punishing witches to assist the Inquisition and Church in exterminating undesirables. Mostly a
compilation of superstition and folklore, the book was taken very seriously at the time it was written in the 15th century and
became a kind of spiritual law book used by judges to determine the guilt of the accused"--From publisher description.
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My Absolute Darling
Nobody expected them to fall in love. When Aria was given to Luca in marriage, people were sure he'd break her. Aria
feared the worst from a man like him. A man without mercy. But somehow she gained his love. Love - a weakness a Capo
like Luca shouldn't risk. When Aria betrays Luca by going behind his back for her family, she realizes too late that she might
have lost what she's fought so hard to get in the first place: Luca's trust. The trust of a man who never allowed himself to
trust someone unconditionally before. Can their love survive in a world of betrayal and death?

The Book Thief
Danger lurks within the roots of Forest of Souls, an epic, unrelenting tale of destiny and sisterhood, perfect for fans of
Naomi Novik and Susan Dennard. "A tantalizing beginning to a rich new fantasy series.” —Traci Chee, NYT bestselling
author of The Reader trilogy "Absolutely enchanting.” – Natalie C. Parker, author of Seafire "You won’t want to escape.” –
Sarah Henning, author of the Sea Witch "Will leave you shouting sisters unite!” – Mindee Arnett, author of Onyx & Ivory and
Avalon Sirscha Ashwyn comes from nothing, but she’s intent on becoming something. After years of training to become the
queen’s next royal spy, her plans are derailed when shamans attack and kill her best friend Saengo. And then Sirscha,
somehow, restores Saengo to life. Unveiled as the first soulguide in living memory, Sirscha is summoned to the domain of
the Spider King. For centuries, he has used his influence over the Dead Wood—an ancient forest possessed by souls—to
enforce peace between the kingdoms. Now, with the trees growing wild and untamed, only a soulguide can restrain them.
As war looms, Sirscha must master her newly awakened abilities before the trees shatter the brittle peace, or worse, claim
Saengo, the friend she would die for.

The Fifth Child
The first ten lies they tell you in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you have to say." From the first
moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school.
She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her,
let alone listen to her. As time passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops talking altogether. Only her
art class offers any solace, and it is through her work on an art project that she is finally able to face what really happened
at that terrible party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her.
Her healing process has just begun when she has another violent encounter with him. But this time Melinda fights back,
refuses to be silent, and thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful novel, an utterly
believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for many a
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disenfranchised teenager while demonstrating the importance of speaking up for oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book
Award Finalist for Young People's Literature.

Ten Days in a Mad-House (EasyRead Comfort Edition)
One… Two… Three… Four… I Declare War Serah always believed the world around her was perfect. As a Power, one of the
warrior angels, she has spent her existence defending the innocent from evil. After tragedy strikes, tearing Serah's brother
from her life, she's given the task of stopping the approaching apocalypse before it's too late. Only one thing, though: she
has to venture to Hell to do it. Lucifer—or Luce, as he prefers to be called—has been biding his time in Hell, longing for
revenge against those who oh-so-easily cast him into the pit. When the heavenly beauty shows up at his gate, he's just as
captivated by her presence as she becomes of him. The attraction between them is palpable, and Serah's willpower slowly
slips. How can this charming creature, this scarred Archangel, be the one annihilating the world she so loves? As the war
wages on, the world entwined in chaos, Serah starts questioning everything she ever knew. When the light and dark, hot
and cold, finally collide, she has to make a choice—a choice that sets her world on fire, black and white exploding into
colorful flames. Serah has questions. She wants answers. Luce just wants to play a game.

Vanquished
Octavia E. Butler's 1979 masterpiece and ground-breaking exploration of power and responsibility, for fans of The
Handmaid's Tale, The Power and Yaa Gyasi's Homegoing. With an original foreword by Ayòbámi Adébáyò. 'If you've ever
tweeted "All Lives Matter" someone needs to shove this book into your hand, and quickly' The Pool Nineteenth-century
Maryland is a very dangerous place for a black woman - but Dana has no choice but to go there, and keep going back.
Rufus calls Dana to him whenever his life is threatened. Neither of them understands his power, nor how two such different
people will come to depend on each other for survival. And the longer Dana spends with Rufus, the more aware she is that
her own life might be over before it's even begun. This is the extraordinary story of two people bound by blood, separated
by so much more than time - and confronting the inescapable ties between past and present.

Bind, Torture, Kill
Once upon a time, there was a girl who stopped believing in fairy tales after her innocence was stolen. Morgan Myers is
tired. So damn tired. Most people either push her around or brush her off, and she's not putting up with it anymore.
Determined to reclaim the life that had been stolen from her, she puts her trust in the last person she ever expected to: the
notorious Scar. Morgan sees a side of him that few people seem to know--the man, not the myth. Lorenzo. And what she
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sees, she likes, a lot more than she thought she would. But fairy tales aren't real, as life likes to remind her. Some dragons,
you just can't slay, no matter how hard you fight them. And when hers comes back around, breathing fire, she's forced to
face some unimaginable horrors. But lucky for Morgan, there's a white knight in combat boots out there that isn't afraid of
monsters. You see, it's impossible to be afraid of something you face every day in the mirror.

Torture to Her Soul
The third book in the Piper Lancaster series by D.G. Swank. A demon army is descending on Asheville, prepared to drag
Piper and her friends to hell for defying Okeus, the god of war and hell, a threat her band of battered and weary defenders
is nowhere near strong enough to hold off. To add to her worries, a crescent moon is destined to appear on her left palm
that will compel her to kill Kieran Abel, the demi-god son of Okeus. Now that Okeus has discovered his long coveted human
son, he will torture Piper for eons if she follows through. But she can’t ignore her new inexplicable craving for demon souls.
With every monster she kills, her power grows and she feels herself turning darker. Time is running out and Piper will do
anything to protect those she loves, even if it means risking her own soul.

I Have No Mouth & I Must Scream
Ignazio Vitale is not a good man. I suspect it, the first time I see him, sense the air of danger that surrounds the man. He
has a way of commanding attention, of taking control, of knowing what I'm thinking before I even do. It's alarming and
alluring. It's dark and deadly. It's everything I've ever wanted but the last thing I truly need. Obsession. It doesn't take him
long to draw me into his web, charming me into his bed and trapping me in his life, a life I know nothing about until it's too
late. He has secrets, secrets I can't fathom, secrets that make it so I can't walk away. I see it sometimes in his eyes, a
darkness that's both terrifying and thrilling. He's a monster, wrapped up in a pretty package, and what I find when I unmask
him changes everything. I want to hate him. Sometimes, I do. But it doesn't stop me from loving him, too.

The Woman Who Lost Her Soul
The epic conclusion in the mind-blowing supernatural thriller from bestselling author DEREK LANDY, creator of international
sensation Skulduggery Pleasant.

The Professional:
"What is he? A friend, or an enemy?" "He is a murderer." Will has just killed a man. He's on the run. His escape will take him
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far beyond his own world, to the eerie disquiet of a deserted city, and to a girl, Lyra. Her fate is strangely linked to his own,
and together they must find the most powerful weapon in all the worlds The second volume in Philip Pullman's incredible
HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy. First published in 1995, and acclaimed as a modern masterpiece, it won the UK's top awards
for children's literature.

Casino Royale
Takes the reader on an emotional journey through three years of therapy after rape. The author confides her raw fears,
providing a gripping account of the sexual assault and its haunting aftermath. Her story powerfully articulates that a rape
victim can not only survive but triumph.

Forest of Souls
Seven stunning stories of speculative fiction by the author of A Boy and His Dog. In a post-apocalyptic world, four men and
one woman are all that remain of the human race, brought to near extinction by an artificial intelligence. Programmed to
wage war on behalf of its creators, the AI became self-aware and turned against humanity. The five survivors are prisoners,
kept alive and subjected to brutal torture by the hateful and sadistic machine in an endless cycle of violence. This story and
six more groundbreaking and inventive tales that probe the depths of mortal experience prove why Grand Master of
Science Fiction Harlan Ellison has earned the many accolades to his credit and remains one of the most original voices in
American literature. I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream also includes “Big Sam Was My Friend,” “Eyes of Dust,” “World of
the Myth,” “Lonelyache,” Hugo Award finalist “Delusion for a Dragon Slayer,” and Hugo and Nebula Award finalist “Pretty
Maggie Moneyeyes.”

Fragments
Justin Redfield is the most prized agent in a secret organization. It isn't until his inner demon returns that he realizes how
much trouble he really is in. Facing issues with his girlfriend and attempting to gain control of his dark side, the tension
intensifies. Being the best agent comes at a price, a price of kidnapping, torture and even death. As much as he loves his
job can he continue sacrificing everything he has left? Even if it means everyone around him dies?

Tortured Souls
In order to rid the British Secret Service of "Le Chiffre," a lethal Soviet operative with a weakness for gambling, James Bond
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is to bankrupt him in a French casino, but the secret agent's cards are not cooperating.

The Malleus Maleficarum
For thirty-one years, a monster terrorized the residents of Wichita, Kansas. A bloodthirsty serial killer, self-named "BTK"—for
"bind them, torture them, kill them"—he slaughtered men, women, and children alike, eluding the police for decades while
bragging of his grisly exploits to the media. The nation was shocked when the fiend who was finally apprehended turned
out to be Dennis Rader—a friendly neighbor . . . a devoted husband . . . a helpful Boy Scout dad . . . the respected president
of his church. Written by four award-winning crime reporters who covered the story for more than twenty years, Bind,
Torture, Kill is the most intimate and complete account of the BTK nightmare told by the people who were there from the
beginning. With newly released documents, evidence, and information—and with the full cooperation, for the very first time,
of the Wichita Police Department’s BTK Task Force—the authors have put all the pieces of the grisly puzzle into place,
thanks to their unparalleled access to the families of the killer and his victims.

Sempre: Redemption
Ghosted
In this thrilling and sexy follow-up to Sempre, two young lovers struggle to keep their relationship intact after they become
deeply enmeshed in the dangerous mafia-run crime ring they once tried to overthrow. The electrifying sequel to Sempre!
This is a story about loyalty and love. It is a story about finding redemption— even when all seems lost. Swearing allegiance
to the Mafia in order to save Haven Antonelli—the girl he loves—forces Carmine DeMarco to make the ultimate sacrifice.
Sent to Chicago to work for La Cosa Nostra, he refuses to place Haven in harm’s way by taking her with him. She deserves a
shot at a normal life. But as he becomes more and more immersed in a world of terrible crimes, he realizes that surviving
without her may be more than he is able to bear. . . . Stunned and hurt that Carmine has left her, Haven must now learn to
make her way in the world without him. Her heart aches with the loss, but for the first time, she’s making her own choices
and accomplishing dreams she never thought were within her reach. The past, however, is not done with either her or
Carmine. As Haven discovers dark secrets about the family who enslaved her and her mother, and why she matters so
much in this web of lies, she realizes what terrible pain may still lie in wait for her and the boy she loves. And what they
must suffer to find redemption. . . .

Of Blood and Monsters
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If I should die before I wake Then my soul is Caesar's to take. He pulls me down, he lifts me up. And then he leaves me in
the muck. If I should fall before I fly Then they know it was the fault of mine. He taught me better, he led the way. I just
didn't know how to stay. And if I should not gain his heart Fuck that, he made me this way. Curled my thoughts and twisted
me. He belongs to me, forever. WARNING: This book is DARK. So dark, I barely found my way writing it. Know this.
Understand it. Believe it. It's one long warning from beginning to end, but the love found between the pages is everlasting.
This is NOT a conventional couple, and they don't come together with rainbows and silver linings. There's pain. There's
violence. There's blood. You have been warned. Please Please, walk away if a filthy dark story isn't right for you. You will
find no softness here. But if you like it so dark the sun won't make you feel warm again, then you've found the right place,
and Caesar is waiting.

Ruinsong
One evening some friends were gathered at the home of one of our most celebrated writers. Having dined sumptuously,
they were discussing murder—apropos of what, I no longer remember probably apropos of nothing. Only men were present:
moralists, poets, philosophers and doctors—thus everyone could speak freely, according to his whim, his hobby or his
idiosyncrasies, without fear of suddenly seeing that expression of horror and fear which the least startling idea traces upon
the horrified face of a notary. I—say notary, much as I might have said lawyer or porter, not disdainfully, of course, but in
order to define the average French mind. With a calmness of spirit as perfect as though he were expressing an opinion upon
the merits of the cigar he was smoking, a member of the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences said: “Really—I honestly
believe that murder is the greatest human preoccupation, and that all our acts stem from it “ We awaited the
pronouncement of an involved theory, but he remained silent. “Absolutely!” said a Darwinian scientist, “and, my friend, you
are voicing one of those eternal truths such as the legendary Monsieur de La Palisse discovered every day: since murder is
the very bedrock of our social institutions, and consequently the most imperious necessity of civilized life. If it no longer
existed, there would be no governments of any kind, by virtue of the admirable fact that crime in general and murder in
particular are not only their excuse, but their only reason for being. We should then live in complete anarchy, which is
inconceivable. So, instead of seeking to eliminate murder, it is imperative that it be cultivated with intelligence and
perseverance. I know no better culture medium than law.” Someone protested. “Here, here!” asked the savant, “aren't we
alone, and speaking frankly?” “Please!” said the host, “let us profit thoroughly by the only occasion when we are free to
express our personal ideas, for both I, in my books, and you in your turn, may present only lies to the public.” The scientist
settled himself once more among the cushions of his armchair, stretched his legs, which were numb from being crossed too
long and, his head thrown back, his arms hanging and his stomach soothed by good digestion, puffed smoke−rings at the
ceiling: “Besides,” he continued, “murder is largely self−propagating. Actually, it is not the result of this or that passion, nor
is it a pathological form of degeneracy. It is a vital instinct which is in us all—which is in all organized beings and dominates
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them, just as the genetic instinct. And most of the time it is especially true that these two instincts fuse so well, and are so
totally interchangeable, that in some way or other they form a single and identical instinct, so that we no longer may tell
which of the two urges us to give life, and which to take it—which is murder, and which love. I have been the confidant of
an honorable assassin who killed women, not to rob them, but to ravish them. His trick was to manage things so that his
sexual climax coincided exactly with the death−spasm of the woman: 'At those moments,' he told me, 'I imagined I was a
God, creating a world!”

Writing Monsters
Pulitzer Prize finalist: “A soaring literary epic about the forces that have driven us to the 9/11 age . . . relentlessly
captivating” (Ron Charles, The Washington Post). When humanitarian lawyer Tom Harrington travels to Haiti to investigate
the murder of a beautiful photojournalist, he is confronted with a dangerous landscape riddled with poverty, corruption, and
voodoo. It’s the late 1990s, a time of brutal guerrilla warfare and civilian kidnappings. The journalist, whom he knew years
before as Jackie Scott, had a bigger investment in Haiti than it seemed. To make sense of her death, Tom must plunge back
into his complicated ties to Jackie—and her mysterious past. Shacochis traces Jackie’s shadowy family history from the
outlaw terrain of World War II Dubrovnik to 1980s Istanbul. Caught between her first love and her domineering father—an
elite Cold War spy pressuring her to follow in his footsteps—seventeen-year-old Jackie hatches a desperate escape plan. But
getting out also puts her on the path that turns her into the soulless woman Tom fears as much as desires. Set over fifty
years and in four war-torn countries, The Woman Who Lost Her Soul is National Book Award winner Bob Shacochis’s
masterpiece and a magnum opus. It brings to life an intricate portrait of catastrophic events that led up to the war on terror
and the America we are today.

Target on Our Backs
Monster in His Eyes
Monsters are more than things that go bump in the night Monsters are lurking in the woods, beneath the waves, and within
our favorite books, films, and games--and there are good reasons why they appear so often. Monsters are manifestations of
our fears and symbols of our society--not to mention they're a lot of fun--but each should serve a purpose and enhance the
themes and tension in your fiction. In Writing Monsters, best-selling author Philip Athans uses classic examples from books,
films, and the world around us to explore what makes monsters memorable--and terrifying. You'll learn what monsters can
(and should) represent in your story and how to create monsters from the ground up. Writing Monsters includes: • In-depth
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discussions of where monsters come from, what they symbolize, and how to best portray them in fiction • Informative
overviews of famous monsters, archetypes, and legendary creatures • A Monster Creation Form to help you create your
monster from scratch • An annotated version of H.P. Lovecraft's chilling story "The Unnamable" Whether you write fantasy,
science fiction, or horror, your vampires, ghouls, aliens, and trolls need to be both compelling and meaningful. With Writing
Monsters, you can craft creatures that will wreak havoc in your stories and haunt your readers' imaginations--and
nightmares.

Bound By Love
You are not alone! BlueBoard is an online community for people concerned about mental health problems including
depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety, eating disorders, borderline personality and related disorders. There are forums for
people working on their own recovery and for friends and family members. The aim of BlueBoard is to enable people to
reach out and both offer and receive help. BlueBoard is free, anonymous and available at any time from around the world.
The delivery of BlueBoard is supported by funding from the Australian Department of Hea

Hours of Torture, Years of Silence
The Pit and the Pendulum" is a short story written by Edgar Allan Poe and first published in 1842. The story is about the
torments endured by a prisoner of the Spanish Inquisition, though Poe skews historical facts. The narrator of the story is
deemed guilty for an unnamed crime and put into a completely dark room. He passes out while trying to determine the size
of the room. When he wakes up, he realizes there is a large, deep pit in the middle of the room. He loses consciousness
again and awakens strapped on his back, unable to move more than his head. He soon realizes there is a large blade-like
pendulum hanging above him, slowly getting closer to cutting through his chest. He finds a way to escape but the walls of
his prison start to move and close in on him, pushing him closer and closer to falling into the pit. The story is especially
effective at inspiring fear in the reader because of its heavy focus on the senses, such as sound, emphasizing its reality,
unlike many of Poe's stories which are aided by the supernatural. The traditional elements established in popular horror
tales at the time are followed but critical reception has been mixed.

Kindred
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole comes The Professional—the second scorching installment in her
Game Maker series, an erotica collection that has readers asking: How hot is too hot? He makes the rules . . . Mafiya
enforcer Aleksandr "The Siberian" Sevastyan’s loyalty to his boss is unwavering, until he meets the boss’s long-lost
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daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead who haunts his mind and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to protect her,
Sevastyan will do anything to possess her as well—on his own wicked terms. Rules are made to be broken . . . PhD student
Natalie Porter had barely recovered from her first sight of the breathtakingly gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional hit
man whisks her away to Russia, thrusting her into a world of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures. With every day she
spends under his protection, she falls deeper under his masterful spell. Are you ready to play? Yet all is not as it seems. To
remove Natalie from an enemy’s reach, Sevastyan spirits her into hiding. From an opulent palace in Russia to the decadent
playgrounds of the mega-wealthy in Paris, the two lovers will discover that even their darkest—and most
forbidden—fantasies can come true…

American Monsters (The Demon Road Trilogy, Book 3)
The Pit and the Pendulum
"One of the most momentous debuts in years: A transcendent novel that strikes a deep emotional chord, My Absolute
Darling combines a page-turning female survival story, an arresting use of language, and a heart-wrenchingly powerful
redemptive arc"--
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